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Michiganensian Editorial Staff Job Descriptions (2021)
Photographer
A Michiganensian Photographer provides the aesthetic substance of our book.
Photographers must work on consistent time crunches in order to photograph
events and members of organizations. Photographers must be able to get a picture
of an event when given at least 24 hours prior notice, and edit such pictures
efficiently in order to provide designers with adequate material to work with. At
events, photographers are also responsible for documenting information in each
picture including names, position titles, school affiliations, etc. of subjects in order to
provide to writers. Prior experience using DSLR cameras is required, as is the ability
to photograph a wide variety of styles and fast moving subjects. Applicants can
expect to have around eight assignments per monthly deadline.

Writer
Michiganensian Writers create the skeleton for our publication through their creation
of rich and descriptive prose that holistically encompasses each event we cover.
Writers should expect to create copy that follows many different styles
(headlines/news, opinion, etc.) but still adheres to the overarching expectations
established by supervising editors. Writers also caption each picture we include in
our book (complete with a title) and must thus be able to adapt to quickly
approaching deadlines and collaboration with other members of staff. More often
than not, writers accompany photographers to events and conduct interviews with
members of organizations in order to create a story. Research and people skills are a
must have. Applicants should expect to have around seven assignments per
monthly deadline.

Designer
A Michiganensian Designer represents the final step in our editorial process.
Designers use the Adobe Creative Cloud suite of apps to synthesize work from
writers and photographers in an aesthetically pleasing and innovative fashion.
Designers use a series of InDesign templates as starting points for their work and
create vastly different designs for each assignment using our custom-made color
palette, pre-selected families of fonts, and style guide. Anywhere from two to
eight assignments may be assigned per monthly deadline (4 to 16 pages of
designs). Applicants should be able to use InDesign or have prior experience in
graphic/web design to build from.

*FIRST WAVE OF HIRING IS OPEN FROM MAY 2021 THROUGH JULY 23, 2021.
*START DATE: FA2020.
*APPLY AT WWW.MICHIGANYEARBOOK.COM


